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When Dick Hatchell started making x-ray markers out of his Nashville garage in 1977, he had 
one simple goal; provide radiologists like himself with the key supplies they needed to aide their 
everyday lives. It was out of this simple goal that Techno-Aide was born. 

Dick’s commitment to support the rapidly growing hospitals in his hometown would continue to 
grow exponentially over the years. Ever changing to meet the needs of a growing and developing 
market, Techno-Aide saw the addition of a multitude of products and solutions throughout the 
years. Through continued expansion, premium innovations and changing ownership, Techno-
Aide became one of the predominant US based manufacturers of imaging solutions today.

At the company’s core, through every iteration, one thing never changed. Techno-Aide remains 
dedicated to providing the right accessories and supplies needed in the medical imaging industry 
and continues to help protect and assist medical professionals in the jobs they perform every day.

On March 3rd, 2020, Techno-Aide had the unique opportunity to remake itself once again. 
In the aftermath of an EF-3 tornado that tore through Nashville in the middle of the night, 
Techno-Aide found the building we called home for over 35 years completely destroyed. Out of 
this disaster the Techno-Aide family made a commitment to rebuild and emerge stronger than 
before. Today, the determination and goals that founded this company in 1977 live in a new 
building, new equipment and new ways to innovate. Techno-Aide is here and better than ever!

Our commitment to you is simple. Techno-Aide will provide the products and solutions you need 
quickly, at a reasonable price, and deliver a world class customer experience making it easier than 
ever to work with us. Whether by phone, online, or email, Techno-Aide seeks to be your best 
one-stop-shop for imaging solutions.

Thank you for considering Techno-Aide. It is our pleasure to provide these solutions for you.
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Closed Cell Sponges
$10 - $421

Closed Cell Sponges

Techno-Aide’s NEW closed cell sponges are 
the ultimate option in positioning aids! The 
liquid resistant and artifact free material offers 
every advantage of a traditional coated sponge 
with ZERO drawbacks! Durable, lightweight 
and cleanable, the non-porous foam offers 
artifact free imaging without expensive coating! 
Techno-Aide’s closed cell sponges are the 
future of positioning aids.

Sponges & Positioning Aids

Coated & Non-Coated Sponges

Techno-Aide’s coated and non-coated 
sponges offer excellent positioning support at 
an affordable price. High quality and durable 
foam provides added patient comfort and helps 
achieve perfect positioning during imaging. All 
Techno-Aide coated sponges feature a sprayed-
on proprietary non-porous, cleanable and 
flexible green exterior. 

Vinyl Covered Sponges

Techno-Aide’s premium vinyl covered sponges 
offer the superior durability and stability during 
imaging. The extremely durable and easy to clean 
vinyl covers feature soft and flexible foam interiors 
for patient comfort. No more concern for liquid 
absorption and transference between patients, 
these upgraded positioners feature completely 
sewn and sealed seams and edges, creating a 
totally sanitary and non-porous surface. 

Coated & Non-Coated Sponges
$14 - $475

Vinyl Covered Sponges
$72 - $595
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Positioning sponges provide patient comfort and help medical staff save time and reduce error. 
Sponges, bolsters, wedges or blocks; no matter what you call them, foam positioning aids are 
one of the most important and consistent needs for every imaging department. With a shape, 
size and style designed to meet virtually every need, Techno-Aide is proud to be the one-stop-
shop for all positioning aids! Shop our specially curated sponge bundles to save time and money!
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Vinyl Sandbags & Sandsocks

Perfect for use in Veterinary!

Techno-Aide’s premium sandbags and 
sandsocks are the ideal option for quick and 
comfortable patient positioning. These flexible 
positioners help position a patient’s anatomy 
during difficult and specialty procedures. Easily 
make adjustments to reduce patient exposure 
and increase productivity. Techno-Aide’s 
extensive line of positioning aids helps you save 
time, save costs and save lives! 

Sandbags
$218 - $486

Sandsocks
$211 - $509

Platforms, Stools & Specialty Positioners

An option for every need!

Techno-Aide’s offers an extensive line of 
positioning platforms, stools and specialty 
positioning supplies. Each item is carefully 
chosen to help get the right image the first 
time! Reduce patient exposure and increase 
productivity with these convenient positioning 
supplies and accessories. Techno-Aide’s 
extensive line of positioning aids helps you save 
time, save costs and save lives! 

Vinyl Patient Immobilizer Straps
RIS | $80 - $110

MRI Positioning Aids

Techno-Aide’s is proud to offer an exclusive 
lineup of MRI safe positioning products! Safety 
during MRI imaging for patients and medical 
staff is extremely important. Shop Techno-Aide’s 
certified MR safe products with confidence. 
Techno-Aide’s extensive line of positioning aids 
helps you save time, save costs and save lives! 

MRI Safe Nylon Covered Sponges
$309 - $739

MRI Safe Sandbags
$32 - $99

MRI Single Platform Step Stool
MBS-65NF | $638
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Weight Bearing Imaging Platforms
$1,950 - $3,198



Standard Table Pads

Techno-Aide’s standard table pads feature a high 
quality and durable vinyl over a premium foam 
interior. Standard table pads feature tapered 
ends with two brass grommets (eyelets) at each 
end for hanging storage. Standard table pads 
are made of radiolucent material and offer easy 
cleaning between patients with any mild cleaner 
or germicide.

Our most popular table pad style can be used 
on imaging tables or stretchers to provide added 
comfort and stability for patients. With increased 
comfort and durability versus our economy pads, 
standard table pads are a must-have imaging 
accessory at a great price! 

• Comfortable and durable vinyl over a 
premium foam interior

• Perfect for x-ray tables and stretchers
• Increases patient comfort and stability
• Available in universal sizes designed to fit 

virtually every standard make and model table
• Feature tapered ends with brass grommets 

for proper hanging storage
• Made from radiolucent foam and material
• Easy to clean and sanitize!
• Available in three premium foam types
• Choose from black or blue high-quality vinyl, 

or our deluxe reinforced Techno-Tuff™️ vinyl

Table Pads
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Techno-Aide is proud to offer our deluxe selection of imaging table pads, specially curated to 
meet practically any need. Our table pads are carefully handcrafted to offer a superior product 
at an affordable price. Techno-Aide’s table pads provide premium comfort and increase both 
patient and medical staff safety during imaging procedures. Shop with confidence as our table 
pads are available in multiple styles, numerous deluxe foam and fabric options, and universal 
sizes designed to fit virtually every make and model of imaging table.

Standard Radiolucent X-Ray Table Pads
$275 - $465
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Premium Table Pads

Techno-Aide’s premium table pads feature 
superior foam interior options, including a 
deluxe memory foam style core, and your 
choice of high-quality reinforced vinyl or an 
ultra-comfortable 4-way stretch nylon fabric. 
All premium table pads include completely 
sewn and sealed boxed corners for a sleek and 
polished look. 

These upgraded table pads can be used on 
imaging tables or stretchers to provide superior 
comfort and increased stability for patients. 
Premium table pads are made of radiolucent 
material and offer easy cleaning between 
patients with any mild cleaner or germicide.

• Upgraded foam interior options, including a 
deluxe memory foam style core

• Perfect for x-ray tables and stretchers
• Increases patient comfort and stability
• Available in universal sizes designed to fit 

virtually every standard make and model table
• Feature sleek sewn and sealed boxed corners
• Made from radiolucent foam and material
• Easy to clean and sanitize!
• Available in three premium foam types

Premium Radiolucent X-Ray Table Pads
$438 - $810

Economy Table Pads

Techno-Aide’s economy table pads are a high 
quality and cost-effective pad replacement. 
Economy table pads feature a soft light blue vinyl 
cover with our standard foam interior options. 

Economy table pads can be used on imaging 
tables or stretchers to provide added comfort 
and stability for patients. Economy table pads 
are radiolucent and offer easy cleaning between 
patients with any mild cleaner or germicide.

• Perfect for x-ray tables and stretchers
• Increases patient comfort and stability
• Available in universal sizes designed to fit 

virtually every standard make and model table
• Feature tapered ends with brass grommets 

for proper hanging storage
• Made from radiolucent foam and material
• Easy to clean and sanitize!
• Available in three premium foam types

Economy Radiolucent X-Ray Table Pads
$130 - $310



X-Ray Markers

Aluminum X-Ray Markers

Techno-Aide’s premium aluminum markers 
offer a durable and polished look at an 
affordable price! Each aluminum marker is 
handcrafted from high grade, lightweight 
aluminum for extreme durability and a superior 
finished look. Available in over 30 unique color 
options and dozens of different styles, Techno-
Aide is proud to be the one-stop-shop for all 
x-ray marker needs! Right & Left Set - Single Line

1E | $22
Right & Left Set - Two Lines

8E | $25

Plastic X-Ray Markers

Techno-Aide’s deluxe plastic markers offer 
a durable and high-quality look at a bargain 
price! Each plastic marker is handcrafted from 
featherlight, high-impact polyurethane plastic 
for increased durability and a quality finished 
look. Available in over 30 unique color options 
and dozens of different styles, Techno-Aide is 
proud to be the one-stop-shop for all x-ray 
marker needs!
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Right & Left Set - Single Line
TA-1 | $20

Right & Left Set - Two Lines
TA-8 | $24

X-Ray markers are one of the most important, and oftentimes required, imaging accessories. 
Used to indicate a patients left-right orientation, body position, time of procedure, or initials 
of the radiographer, these crucial imaging accessories help medical staff save time and 
save lives. X-Ray markers, anatomical side markers, Pb markers, lead markers, radiographic 
markers, film markers; whatever you call them, Techno-Aide is here to help you get the 
right image the first time! With dozens of styles to choose from and over 30 unique color 
options, Techno-Aide is proud to be the true one-stop-shop for x-ray markers!
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Position Indicator Markers

Techno-Aide’s unique position indicator markers 
help quickly and effectively identify patient 
orientation during imaging! Lead indicator 
beads fall into place to clearly show position on 
x-ray, decreasing error and patient exposure, 
and increasing safety and productivity. Available 
in over 30 unique color options and dozens of 
different styles, Techno-Aide is proud to be the 
one-stop-shop for all x-ray marker needs! Aluminum Right & Left Indicator Set

TA-13 | $32
Plastic Right & Left Indicator Set

TA-11 | $30

Specialty & Word Markers

Techno-Aide is proud to offer a premium 
selection of specialty use and word x-ray 
markers. From flexible arm scaling devices to 
plastic or aluminum word markers, our specially 
curated collection is designed to help you 
shop quickly and confidently. These specialty 
markers help decrease exposure and increase 
productivity, we’re here to help you get the right 
image the first time! Flexible Image Scaling Device

A25DR | $785
Plastic & Aluminum Word Markers

$8 - $24

Disposable Markers

Techno-Aide’s offers an extensive catalog of 
premium disposable markers. Used to mark 
prominent areas of note during imaging 
procedures, these disposable markers are the 
ultimate sanitary option to help protect patients 
and medical staff from cross-contamination. 
Small, lead-free, easy-to-use and safe to throw 
away, disposable markers are a must have for 
any imaging practice!

Disposable Skin Dot Markers
$79 - $312

Mammography Skin Mole Markers
SDG-M612 | $79

Nipple Artifact Markers
LNA-20 | $52



General Supplies & Accessories
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Techno-Aide is proud to be the one-stop-shop for all imaging supplies & accessories. Our 
specially curated selection of supplies is designed to meet virtually any imaging need. From 
crucial single-use disposable products, to specialty MRI certified supplies, our premium 
selection is designed to help you shop quickly and confidently no matter the need!

Room Signs

Illuminated X-Ray Signs
SLU-XL | SLU-XR

MRI Safe Mayo Instrument Stand
MBM-80 | $1,047

“Caution X-Ray In Use” Signs
Black & White | Red & White

Bilingual Pregnancy Signs
Black & White | Red & White

MRI Supplies & Accessories

Wireless MRI Screening Metal Detector
MBM-SW | $495

MRI Foam Earplug Dispenser
MBP-250 | $239

MRI Safe Closed Hamper
MBH-18FL | $1,024

Disposable Supplies

Disposable CR/DR Panel Covers
$70 - $80

Protex® Disinfectant Spray
USA-PRX | $158

Lint Free Cleaning Wipes
TW-200 | $58

Disposable Stretcher Sheets
GSS-49 | $93

“Caution X-Ray Radiation” Sign
2931-PL-16



General Supplies & Accessories
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Chairs, Stools, Tables & Furniture

Stretchers, Wheelchairs & Transportation

Adjustable Seated 4-Leg Stool
BAS-30 | $270

Adjustable Power Exam Table
BBET-03 | $3,150

Mobile Video Fluoroscopic Chair
CRH-VIC | $14,566

Assorted Supplies & Accessories

Single Platform Step Stool
BSH-65 | $120

Dual Platform Bariatric Step Stool
BBD-63 | $533

Transport Gurney & Stretcher
MBG-6SS | $10,968

 MRI Safe Bariatric Wheelchair
MBW-26B | $5,924

Standard Bariatric Wheelchair
BBWI-HD60 | $772

Weight Bearing Panel Protector
WBC-1417CF | $1,390

Lateral Imaging Receptor Holder
LRH | $300

Mobile CR/DR Panel Holders
MCH | $1,395 - $1,445

Double Film Illuminator View Box
VBD-20 | $656



Protective Apparel & Supplies

Front Protection Aprons

Our most popular aprons!

Techno-Aide’s front protection aprons offer 
premium protection at an economic price. Our 
protective apparel is designed to save lives, 
save time and save money! Featuring premium 
unisex fitting for easy and confident shopping, 
a multi-purpose design, and hundreds of 
combinations to meet any need, Techno-
Aide’s front protection aprons are the ultimate 
imaging solution for every facility and practice.

EZ Front Aprons
$218 - $486

EZ Comfort-Flex Front Aprons
$211 - $509

Full Protection Aprons

Deluxe front & back protection

Techno-Aide’s full wrap front & back protection 
aprons offer superior protection at an affordable 
price. Our protective apparel is designed to 
save lives, save time and save money! Featuring 
premium unisex design for easy and confident 
shopping, a multi-purpose design, and 
hundreds of combinations to meet any need, 
Techno-Aide’s full protection aprons are the 
ultimate options in imaging protection.

EZ Full Wrap Aprons
$417 - $626

EZ Full Wrap Vests & Skirts
$138 - $443 | $123 - $396

Thyroid Protection

Techno-Aide’s thyroid guards help protect 
one of the most sensitive and important areas 
during any imaging procedure. Our protective 
apparel is designed to save lives, save time and 
save money! Featuring an easy-fit unisex design, 
multiple premium styles, and hundreds of 
combinations to meet any need, Techno-Aide’s 
thyroid guards are a must have accessory for 
any imaging facility.

Standard Thyroid Guards
$48 - $86

No Binding Thyroid Guards
$53 - $97
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Protective Apparel & Supplies

Specialty Protection Aprons

Options for virtually any need

Techno-Aide’s proudly offers specialty designed 
aprons to meet nearly any need! From quick 
release surgery and OR aprons to premium 
pregnancy aprons, our protective apparel is 
designed to save lives, save time and save money! 
Featuring premium unisex fitting for easy and 
confident shopping, a multi-purpose design, and 
hundreds of combinations to meet any need 
Techno-Aide’s lineup of specialty apparel offer the 
perfect options for patients and medical staff.

EZ Release Surgery Front Aprons
$191 - $471

EZ Release Comfort OR Front Aprons
$226 - $491

Protective Barriers & Shields

Superior mobile protection

Mobile radiation protection is one of the largest 
growing areas in medical imaging today. As 
mobile imaging units continue to grow in 
popularity, the demand for simple and mobile 
means of protection continues to grow. Techno-
Aide is proud to offer a diverse line of lead 
based mobile barriers and flexible shields. With 
sizes and shapes designed to meet virtually 
any need, you can shop our specially curated 
collection with confidence!

Adjustable Height Mobile Barrier
$6375 | PBMB-ADHT

Mobile Shields
$138 - $443

General Apparel, Supplies & Accessories

Techno-Aide’s specially curated selection 
of general protective apparel products 
and premium supplies and accessories is 
designed to provide key solutions for nearly 
any need. From stylish and protective glasses, 
including premium Nike® styles, to money 
saving multi-purpose lap guard half aprons, 
shop our expansive assortment with speed 
and confidence!

Radiation Safety Glasses
$150 - $405

Radiation Protection Gloves
$110 - $475

Lap Guard Half Aprons
$54 - $254
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New Premium Weight 
Bearing Platforms

New Low Clearance 
Mobile Lead Shields

*All example products shown in default configurations. Additional options may be available. Please visit Techno-Aide.com or email customerservice@techno-aide.com for more information.

NEWER. FASTER. EASIER.

New Superior Plastic 
X-Ray Markers

Stocked Sponges & 
Positioning Aids Protective ApparelEconomy & Standard 

Table Pads

SHIP IN ONLY 2 DAYS! SHIP IN ONLY 5 DAYS! SHIP IN ONLY 5 DAYS!
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7532 Hickory Hills Ct.
Whites Creek, TN 37189

Contact Information

www.Techno-Aide.com

For more information, please visit

(800)251-2629  |  (615)350-7030

CustomerService@Techno-Aide.com

or

Please send all order requests to Orders@Techno-Aide.com
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